Many studies, using different chemical agents, have shown excellent cancer prevention efficacy in mice and rats. However, equivalent tests of cancer prevention in humans require decades of intake of the agents while the rodents' short lifespans cannot give us information of the long-term safety. Therefore, animals with a much longer lifespan should be used to bridge the lifespan gap between the rodents and humans. There are many transgenic mouse models of carcinogenesis available, in which DNA promoters are used to activate transgenes. One promoter may activate the transgene in multiple cell types while different promoters are activated at different ages of the mice. These spatial and temporal aspects of transgenes are often neglected and may be pitfalls or weaknesses in chemoprevention studies. The variation in the copy number of the transgene may widen data variation and requires use of more animals. Models of chemically-induced carcinogenesis do not have these transgene-related defects, but chemical carcinogens usually damage metabolic organs or tissues, thus affecting the metabolism of the chemopreventive agents. Moreover, many genetically edited and some chemically-induced carcinogenesis models produce tumors that exhibit cancerous histology but are not cancers because the tumor cells are still mortal, inducer-dependent, and unable to metastasize, and thus should be used with caution in chemoprevention studies. Lastly, since mice prefer an ambient temperature of 30-32°C, it should be debated whether future mouse studies should be performed at this temperature, but not at 21-23°C that cold-stresses the animals.
Introduction
Globally, cancer is becoming a greater and greater social and economic problem with the continuing expansion of the aging population [1] , because cancer formation requires genetic mutation and cell proliferation, both incremental in many tissues, with a longer lifespan. While finding a cure for cancer is of importance, finding a way to prevent it is obviously an even-better solution. Actually, cancer prevention research has already achieved great progress in the scientific, social and economic aspects in recent decades. For example, decreases in gastric cancer incidences in some countries have been discerned after the refrigerator had come into common use in families decades ago, although inconsistent data still exist [2] . Use of refrigerators in daily life is thought to reduce stomach cancer risk by inhibiting bacterial growth in foods, by increasing fresh fruit and vegetable consumption, and by decreasing salt intake because a lot
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International Publisher of pickled vegetable and cured or canned meat are replaced by frozen ones [3] [4] [5] . A nation-wide vaccination against hepatitis B virus since the late 1970s and early 1980s in some countries, such as in China, now is starting to result in a decrease in the incidences of not only hepatitis B but also liver cancer [6] [7] [8] . In some countries, decades of strict control of tobacco consumptions on both cigarette smoking and non-smoking usage have started to result in decreased lung cancer incidence in non-tobacco users, compared with the users, although globally this cancer is increasing due to complex reasons [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, studies of cancer chemoprevention with a single chemical agent has basically not shown any practical progress, albeit there have been a plethora of research papers published with a tremendous financial outlay. For instance, albeit numerous research studies including animal experiments have been published, it still remains uncertain and thus requires further studies in humans whether or not green tea itself or its major components such as EGCG (epigallocatechin gallate) are effective on cancer prevention [13] [14] [15] [16] . At least, none of the governmental agencies in the US or other countries have officially recommended green tea or EGCG as cancer preventive agent for all of us, albeit governmental agencies such as NIH have put a huge amount of money on the relevant studies. In our musing, the progress in chemoprevention research is greatly hampered by constraints from studies with mice or rats. In this primer, we describe several common pitfalls and weaknesses of the rodent models pertaining to cancer chemoprevention studies, while other defects that are not closely pertinent to chemoprevention or are common for all other biomedical issues are excluded.
Beyond mice and rats, animals with much longer lifespans are needed for chemoprevention studies
Mice, rats and sometimes hamsters are the most commonly used experimental animals for cancer induction, mainly with radiation, chemical carcinogen and genetic modification. Mice and rats only have about 3 years of lifespan, which is about 1/30 of the human's. Therefore, treatment of mice or rats with an agent for one month may be calculated as an equivalence of 30 months, or 2.5 years, in humans. In most chemoprevention studies published, the tested agent is administered to the rodents for 3-6 months, with some reaching one year. Even if the rodent studies prove the safety and efficacy of one-year intake of an agent, in realty we cannot give it to humans at the same dose, calculated as per kilogram bodyweight, for 30 years, or over one-third of the lifespan, without much more convincing evidence for its long-term safety. Chemoprevention requires decades of intake of the chemical, as it is unlikely that a few months or years of intake of a compound can prevent a sporadic cancer for the rest of the subject's life. Moreover, chemopreventive agents should not have any acute or chronic toxicity, unlike chemotherapeutic drugs that are allowed to have some. Since a short-term safety shown in rodent studies does not guarantee a long-term safety in humans, the current practice is to gradually extend the duration of human trials, which is very wasteful in time, resources and efforts and is somewhat perilous to the subjects' health. In part because of this constraint, until now no any chemical has been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) for ordinary people to prevent cancers, albeit many preventive chemicals such as aspirin and EGCG are available on the shelves of drug and grocery stories. All agents that have been approved are for specific high-risk populations, such as tamoxifen approved for those women with a high risk to develop breast cancer. This constraint created by the lifespan-gap between the rodents and humans has seldom been emphasized and, in our cogitation, can only be solved by using those animal species that have a much longer lifespan, such as cats or dogs that have a lifespan of 15 years or longer, i.e. about 5 times longer than the rodents'.
Naked mole-rats have a lifespan of 30-33 years in the laboratory and thus are considered a better animal species for chemoprevention studies [17;18] . However, this species has unusual biological features, including refractoriness to cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, immunodeficiency, and atherosclerosis [19;20] . These animals live in colonies [21] ; each colony contains a queen and several her "husbands" as breeding partners, and only the queen and the husbands breed [19;20] . Moreover, mole-rats in the wild actually live only about 3 years due to various extrinsic mortalities, mainly the death during fights with other colonies. We opine that these unusual biological and behavioral features [19;20] , some of which may not be familiar to many non-experts on these animals, are weaknesses for chemoprevention studies.
The inserted element in genetically edited models may cause problems
Mice are much easier to genetically engineer and thus provide us with many more carcinogenesis models. Although these models are used mainly for studies on cancer mechanisms, they are sometimes used for chemoprevention studies as well. Traditionally, these gene-edited models include transgenic, knockout or knock-in mice in which the gene of interest is ectopically expressed, is inactivated, or is replaced with a mutant, respectively. In transgenic mouse, the ectopic gene, usually just the open reading frame (ORF) of its cDNA, is linked to a DNA regulatory element called promoter (Fig 1) . Sometimes the transgenic animal is created to serve as a tool, in which the gene of interest is an enzyme or a regulatory DNA itself. Crossing one tool animal with another allows activate, repress or exchange a gene of interest at a specific cell type of the animal. The so-called Cre/LoxP is a typical of such too systems but, unfortunately, itself can cause toxicity and affect the development [22] or growth [23] of the tumor. Recently, a new genetic tool called CRISPR/Cas9 emerges for inactivating genes in animals. Since this new technique still has off-target problem [24] [25] [26] , it should be used with caution in chemoprevention study, because some mistakenly targeted genes may affect activation or inactivation of the preventive agent. Besides all man-created animals described above, there are some spontaneously occurring genetic models, as best exemplified by the APC(Min/+) mouse that is derived from a spontaneous mutation in the APC gene for colorectal cancer research [27;28] . These naturally occurring animals do not have the promoter-derived weaknesses described in this paper.
The impact of copy number of the transgene is often forgotten
A founder of a transgenic strain usually contains multiple copies of the transgene that are inserted into different chromosomes or different sites of a chromosome (Fig 1) . For instance, an interleukin-5 transgenic mouse line carries 49 copies of the transgene [29] , whereas a tumor necrosis factor transgenic mouse line carries 50 copies of the transgene [30] . Both the copy number and the insertion sites at the chromosomes have impacts on the functions of not only the transgene but also the inserted mouse chromosomes. However, of many transgenic models, how many copies of the transgene as well as which chromosomes and where of the chromosomes the transgenes are inserted, are not clear to the animal users.
A somatic mutation carried by a parent has a 50% chance of being passed to an offspring, whereas multiple mutations in different chromosomes are randomly combined and are reduced by different numbers in different sperms or eggs because meiosis reduces the chromosome number by half (Fig 1) . Multiple transgene copies resemble multiple mutations in different chromosomes. Therefore, when two heterozygous single-transgene breeders are crossed to engender double-transgenic pups that are heterozygous for each transgene, the copy number of each transgene may be reduced by different numbers in the pups. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique is the most common method used to genotype the pups but it is not sensitive enough to detect the difference in copy number among the pups. Therefore, it is difficult to show, but is very likely, that the heterozygous paternal and maternal breeders have a larger copy-number of the transgene than, and thus are not valid controls for comparison with, the double-transgenic pups. Unfortunately, such comparison is often made and this potential pitfall has hardly been discussed in the literature. A related concern is the heterozygous or homozygous state, since a homozygote has a doubled copy-number. With regard to chemoprevention studies, the difference in the copy number among animals may widen data variation. Theoretically, this weakness, if realized, can be overcome by using more animals, which, however, is sometimes undoable due to the Darwinian selection against the detrimental transgene, as explained below. The target gene, usually its ORF, is linked to a promoter sequence that helps in targeting the transgene to the tissue or organ of interest. A promoter contains different transcription factor (TF) binding sites (TFB) and is activated upon binding by these TFs that usually act as homo-or hetero-dimers (indicated by the same or different shapes). Often a promoter is not very specific because the TFs bind to and regulate other genes as well. The TFs may also be expressed at different time points of the development, thus regulating the transgene at different ages of the life. B: In traditional technique, the transgene (dot) is randomly inserted into the genome, thus often being in different sites of a chromosome and in multiple chromosomes. If the mouse used as a breeder has two copies of the transgene on chromosome 2, one copy on chromosome 4 and another on chromosome 6 of either the paternal (dark bar) or the maternal (light grey bar) origin, during meiosis one of the two sister chromosomes of each chromosomal pair is randomly assigned to a sperm or egg, making different sperms or eggs having different copy numbers of the transgene (seven different genotypes are illustrated as examples). In reality the number of transgene-carrying pups may not meet the Mendelian inheritance because of natural selection for the healthier genotype.
In those animal models that contain two, three or even more different transgenes driven by different promoters, such as in the MMTV-myc/MT-tgfα double transgenic [31;32] and the LSL-Kras G12D / pdx-cre/Arf -/-triple transgenic mice [33] , producing pups that bear all different transgenes is highly costly and laborious, because only a low percentage of the pups are the positive ones. Even worse, in many occasions, the percentage is lower than the Mendelian inheritance because one or more of the transgenes are detrimental and the natural selection favors the healthier embryos with the healthier genotypes while prevents the full gestation of the embryos with more detrimental genotypes, as mentioned before [34] . This constraint often prevents researchers from using more animals to overcome the abovementioned weakness of copy number variation.
Influence from minor target-cell-types in transgenic mice is often neglected
The DNA promoter in many transgenic models is activated in different cell types and thus has multiple targeted-cell-types. For example, MMTV-c-myc and MT-c-myc transgenic mice use the MMTV (the long terminal repeat of mouse mammary tumor virus) and the metallothionein-1 (MT) promoter, respectively, as the transactivator for the c-myc oncogene. Although the MMTV-promoted transgenic mice are mostly used in the studies of the mammary gland, mainly its development and carcinogenesis, the MMTV promoter actually targets a wide spectrum of organs or tissues, mainly secretory ones and the hematopoietic systems [35] as well as the lung [36] [37] [38] . Of the hematopoietic cell lineages, lymphocytes are probably the main targets [39] , as evolution has assigned lymphocytes to be frontier fighters against viruses such as MMTV. The best-studied activators of the MMTV promoter are steroid hormones, including glucocorticoids, progesterone and androgens [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] but, peculiarly, not estrogens [43;44] . Similarly, the three well-studied targeted-cell-types of the MT promoter are the mammary gland epithelium, the pancreatic ductal epithelium, and the liver hepatocytes [31;34;45-47] . However, when MMTV or MT is used to prod an oncogene (e.g. c-myc) to induce carcinogenesis in the mammary gland, it is often neglected that other targeted-cell-types, even if they might only be affected mildly, may still have impacts on the mammary carcinogenesis. For example, the potential alteration in immune functions due to the MMTV-activation in lymphocytes, or the potential abnormal liver and pancreatic functions due to the MT-activation in the liver and pancreas, may influence the mammary carcinogenesis. Unfortunately, such secondary influences from other targeted organs or tissues have seldom been addressed in the literature about the effect of transgene on its major targeted organs. For instance, the hematopoietic cells and the lung as targets of the MMTV promoter have hardly been mentioned and thus, to our knowledge, are not known to many peers who use MMTV transgenic mice to study mammary carcinogenesis.
Many DNA promoter sequences used in genetic engineering are actually not well characterized for their activators and suppressors as well as for the full spectrum of their targeted-cell-types. Since, as abovementioned, the MMTV promoter can be activated by glucocorticoids, one can imagine that it will, to some extent, have impacts on all glucocorticoid-responsive cell types, which are huge in number. Similarly, since metallothionein-1 is the key enzyme metabolizing heavy metals, heavy metals are main activators of the MT-1 promoter [45] , making it perceivable that a variety of tissues and organs, especially those metabolic ones, are targeted by the MT-1 at different extents. Pertaining to chemoprevention studies, various minor targeted organs or tissues may intervene with the metabolism, and in turn the activity and toxicity, of the compound in question.
Temporal aspect of transgene activation is often neglected as well
Not only is the spatial aspect of transgene promoters a concern as described above, but so also is their temporal aspect [34;48] . Different organs or tissues start to develop and differentiate at different embryonic time points or different ages after birth; even different cell types in the same organ or tissue may show such temporal difference. Mechanistically, these developmental differences are attributed to the temporal differences in the expression of cell-or tissue-specific genes, which in turn is due to the temporal differences in the activation or suppression of these genes' DNA regulatory elements. For instance, the Mist-1 promoter is activated in multiple tissues of embryos [49;50] . On the other hand, since the level of progesterone, a potent activator of the MMTV promoter, and its interactions with androgens, glucocorticoids, estrogens and prolactin start to increase at puberty [51;52] , the activity of the MMTV promoter starts to increase at puberty in the mammary gland of females. The progesterone level peaks at pregnancy, which is why mammary carcinogenesis in many MMTV transgenic females is enhanced by pregnancy [31] . Unfortunately, when selecting a DNA promoter as a transgene driver, most attention has been focused on the spatial aspect, i.e. the cell-, tissue-or organ-specificity, and much less on the temporal aspect, i.e. the time point during the murine development and growth at which the promoter is turned on and/or turned off. Indeed, we have asked many peers whether they know when the transgenes in the transgenic mice they use (but which they have not created) start to be active and inactive, many cannot give us a clear answer, although they know which organ or tissue should display a phenotype. Neglect of the temporal aspect may lead to data misinterpretation. Some transgenic mouse models develop cancers at a very early age, in contrast to their human counterparts that usually occur in the elder group. For instance, the Mist-1-KrasG12D knock-in mice develop both pancreatic and liver cancers at an early age [49] , albeit most sporadic pancreatic and liver cancers in humans occur after mid age, because the Mist-1 promoter starts to be active at the embryonic stage when the liver and pancreas are developing.
One can imagine that the earlier at an embryonic life a DNA promoter is activated, the less differentiated tumors the animal may engender, because the transgene activation retains the targeted cells at an earlier embryonic, i.e. less differentiated, states, although it is not always the case because the functions of the transgenes influence the tumor differentiation as well. One has to bear it in mind that the carcinogenesis in these animal models occurs via refraining the targeted cells from differentiation, i.e. via a stop-differentiation mechanism, whereas many cases of the same type of cancer in humans may occur via de-differentiation of already mature cells [48] . In other words, the animal models with embryonically activated promoters and sporadic human cancers may be opposite in the carcinogenic mechanism. Researchers often claim that the cancer histology in the animal model they made or used resembles its human counterpart. Such description hints that the animal model recapitulates the human carcinogenesis and thus is a good one. However, it may be a pitfall and a great misleading if the mechanism is opposite, i.e. if the animal tumor derives from stop of differentiation of embryonic cells while the human counterpart comes from de-differentiation of adult mature cells. Therefore, transgenic models using embryonic DNA promoters may be useful in the investigation of pediatric cancers that may indeed be initiated during an embryonic stage, but may not suit the research of sporadic cancers in adulthood. Pertaining to the chemoprevention studies, preventing an antithetical carcinogenic mechanism or process has little human relevance.
The malignant nature of many animal tumors is actually questionable
Cancers developed from many transgenic models are dependent on the transgene until a very late stage, manifested as regression of the tumors upon the inactivation of the transgenes [48] . For example, cancers induced in some strains of c-myc and/or k-ras transgenic mice regress after inactivation of the transgene, although reactivation of the transgene can quickly induce the tumors again [53] [54] [55] . Some, but not most, chemical-induced cancers show a similar inducer-addiction as well. For instance, it has been known for 80 years that sex steroids can induce cancers in multiple organs of mice, rats and hamsters but the overt tumors, before they reach the terminal stage, regress completely after withdrawal of the steroid [51;56-62] . These spontaneous regressions indicate that most tumor cells are still mortal and are not autonomous, and thus should not even be classified as benign, and certainly not malignant, ones, according to the definition of tumor in pathology textbooks. Indeed, in some studies the tumor cells have been put in culture dishes wherein the cells are proved to remain mortal [63] , as explained before [64] . Using these animal models to demonstrate oncogenicity of a chemical or a gene actually goes into a circular demonstration: The appearance of the cancer is used to "prove" the oncogenicity of the inducer and, in the same time, the inducer is used to sustain the presence of the cancer. In other words, these animal cancers, as long as they have not yet reached a very advanced stage, do not need to be prevented by any agent or cured by any drug, because withdrawal of the inducer is the best and simplest preventive or therapeutic approach, which contrasts human cancers that rarely regress spontaneously. Therefore, before a chemoprevention study is initiated, it needs to be known whether the to-be-used animal model is inducer dependent. If the study has been done, it needs to be determined whether the tested agent inhibits the carcinogenesis by depowering the cancer-inducer, i.e. by inactivating the transgene or metabolically cleaning up the chemical carcinogen. Unfortunately, these two possibilities, especially the inducer-addiction, have not yet been fully discussed in many animal studies of chemoprevention.
In human pathology, a malignant histology can well predict a malignant nature of the tumor, owing to several hundred years of experience in the anatomic pathology practice. Therefore, diagnosis can be made based on the histology of surgical or biopsy samples without a need to wait for years to see whether the patients eventually show or do not show metastases, which is the only reliable criterion for malignancy [65] . However, a large percentage, probably the majority, of the animal models of carcinogenesis do not show metastasis in the whole life time of the animals, although the tumors exhibit malignant histology [48;65] . If we consider these tumors cancerous, we actually think that most overt cancers can be cured simply by surgical removal, which usually is not the case in humans and thus makes the animal models poorly relevant to humans [48] . Likely, the malignant histology is barely a manifestation of a function of the inducer (e.g. an oncogene), and thus usually is inducer-dependent, but does not really mean that the cells are truly malignant, as inferred before [48] . In short, the histology of the tumors from a large number of animal models is disassociated from later metastasis and thus is not a reliable indicator for malignancy as seen in human pathology. Using these animal models in chemoprevention studies may lead to misinterpretation of the tested agents.
In a nutshell, the mortal nature, the inducer-dependency, and the metastasis-incompetence of the tumor cells seen in a large number of animal models challenge the malignant nature of the tumors, albeit they are histologically malignant and probably even morphologically resemble their human counterparts. For these tumors, the best preventive and therapeutic approach is the withdrawal of the inducer. Cancers induced by many chemical carcinogens may be less dependent on the carcinogens and thus are better models in this regard. However, they suffer from other faults such as the damage of metabolic organs or tissues, typically the liver and kidneys, by the chronic toxicity of the chemical carcinogens, which in turn influences the metabolism of the preventive agents in question and leads to biased conclusions.
Unfortunately, almost all mouse studies are conducted at a wrong ambient temperature
The core body temperature of mice and rats varies much more easily and greatly, compared with that of humans, because the rodents have a larger ratio of surface area to body mass and are so-called "metabolic strategists" that maintain the body temperature more by generating heat via metabolism than by the peripheral vasomotor control of the skin temperature [66;67] . Whereas rats and mice prefer 30-32°C [68] , at least 28°C [69] , globally the ambient temperature for these experimental animals is set at 21-23°C as required by the guideline of NIH and similar governmental agency of other countries. The 21-23°C is cold-stressing to the animals and is the lower limit of the so-called thermoneutral zone that allows the animals to maintain a thermostasis [66;68;70;71] . The constant cold-stress at 21-23°C has been shown to make xenograft tumors in mice grow much faster than at an ambient temperature of 30-31°C [72] . Restated, raising the ambient temperature to 30-31°C can significantly inhibit xenograft tumor growth in mice, which is elicited mechanistically via stimulating the innate immunity [69;72] and affecting heat shock protein expression [73] . Moreover, the cold-stressed situation affects significantly the clearance and toxicity of xenobiotics in a complex manner [74;75] , which should be taken into account when interpreting the data from chemoprevention studies with mice housed at 21-23°C. Pertaining to cancer prevention in mice, is there any other approach cheaper and easier than tuning-up the thermo control of the room?
Conclusions
Mice and rats have about three years of lifespan, whereas further trials in humans require a much stronger guarantee that decades of intake of a cancer-preventive compound will not cause any chronic toxicity. In our rumination, after chemoprevention studies have been performed with the rodents, which are important, necessary and more cost-effective, larger animals with much longer lifespans should be involved to bridge the lifespan gap between humans and the rodents, although this may encounter social resistance and requires amendment of governmental guidelines. A huge number of transgenic mouse models of carcinogenesis have been available, which are used mainly for mechanistic research but sometimes also for chemoprevention studies. The copy number of the transgene, which usually cannot be determined in routine genotyping with PCR, may vary among the pups and broaden data variation, which should be compensated for by using more animals. The spatial and temporal aspects of the DNA promoters used to drive the transgenes require special attentions when selecting these murine models for chemoprevention studies, otherwise they may be potential pitfalls and weaknesses, especially for those promoters that are still poorly known about their spatial and temporal features. Models of chemically induced carcinogenesis do not have these transgene-related defects, but chemical carcinogens damage major metabolic organs or tissues and alter their functions, in turn affecting the metabolism of the to-be-tested chemopreventive agents. Moreover, cancers developed in many genetically edited and in some chemically induced carcinogenesis models may not really be malignant if judged by their behaviors, and not just by their histology, and thus should be used with caution in chemoprevention studies. Lastly, probably all published studies using mice have been performed at the ambient temperature of 21-23°C that is cold-stressing to the animals. Probably it needs to continue the already-started debate whether governmental guidelines should be amended to suggest that future mouse studies should be performed at the ambient temperature preferred by mice, which is about 30-32°C, to avoid cold-stress [76] [77] [78] .
